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We show that for any integer p greater than one, there exists a C-* algebra .r9, 
which is not AF, such that M,= @d E Mpz, where M,X = MF” is the UHF 
algebra of type p=. Using this construction of UHF algebras, as inductive limits of 
subhomogeneous algebras on an interval, embedded in each other via a folding 
operation on the interval, we exhibit actions of compact groups on UHF algebras 
whose lixed point algebras are not AF. In particular for any compact group 
G # {e}, there exists an action of G on M, I whose fixed point algebra is not AF. 
!‘ 1991 Academs Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
An AF C*-algebra is an inductive limit of finite dimensional C*-algebras. 
In [BEEK] actions of finite groups on AF algebras were constructed, 
whose fixed point algebras are not AF. Previously, symmetries of AF 
algebras whose fixed point algebras are not AF, were constructed by 
Blackadar [Blal] and Kumjian [Kum]. All these constructions embodied 
expressing the AF algebra & as an inductive limit 
SSZ = lim A,, = u A, where each C*-algebra A,, is not AF. In Blackadar’s 
case, A, = C(%, M4”), where U is the torus, M, denotes the p x p matrix 
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algebra for an integer p greater than one, and the embedding of A, in A,, , 
involves certain winding operations on the torus. In Kumjian’s case, A, is 
the crossed product of C(T, M,,) by the flip z ---f Z on U. The crossed 
product C(U, Mzfl) x 77, can be identified with the subalgebra of C(Z, M,.+,) 
consisting of continuous functions f: Z-t M*“+I, on the closed unit interval 
Z, such that f(O), respectively S( l), lie in subalgebras of M2”+, isomorphic 
to M2H @ M2”, i.e., f(O), respectively f( 1 ), commuted with certain rank 2” 
projections Ez+ 1, respectively EA+ , . The embedding of A, in A,, 1 
involved a certain folding operation on the interval. In [BEEK] inductive 
limits of algebras A,, of the following kind were considered, with embed- 
dings using folding operations on the interval. Each A,, consisted of a sub- 
algebra of C(Z, M,J such that f(O), respectivelyf(O), commuted with cer- 
tain abelian subalgebras Ci respectively Cl, of M,,“. The spectrum of such 
an algebra is homeomorphic to 
consisting of an open interval (0, 1) together with limit points at 0 and 1. 
The fibre over (0, 1) being Mm,g, and that over the limit points at 0, respec- 
tively 1, being M,+ n (C,“)’ respectively Mmn n (CA)‘. 
In this paper we begin a systematic investigation of C*-algebras which 
are inductive limits of algebras A,,, where each A, is constructed as follows 
from data (B, B”, B’), depending of course on n. 
If B, B”, B’ are AF C*-algebras, with embeddings z”, respectively I’, of 
B”, respectively B’, in B, we let A denote the C*-algebra 
{f~ C(Z: B):f(i)~z’(B’), i=O, l}. 
The algebra A is represented diagrammatically as 
(1.2) 
BOA-‘, (1.3) 
where the libre over the open interval (0, 1) is B, and over the end points 
0 and 1 are isomorphic to B” and B’, respectively. Again we will use a 
folding operation to embed each A, in A,, , and take the inductive limit. 
We observe (Lemma 2.1) that the K-groups of the C*-algebra A in (1.3) 
are 
K,(A)= {(to, ~,)E~o(B~)OK,(B'): ~",(~o)=~~(~,)} (1.4) 
K,(A) = KoWI(t#o(B") - dJo(B')). (1.5) 
Note that K,(A) can be non-trivial even for simple matrix algebras B, B”, 
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B’ (cf. [BEEK] ). For example, for B = M,, B” = B’ = 0Z 1 c B, it follows 
that K,(A) N Z,, with generator given by the unitary 
t --+ e2rri’ 631 @ 10 . . 1 @ 1 E: M,. (1.6) 
Now consider embeddings of the algebras described by (1.3), namely an 
embedding of 
A,=ByAB; (1.7) 
in 
A,=B;AB; (1.8) 
given by a folding operation on the unit interval I= [0, 11, as follows. Let 
cpo, ‘p, be the maps on the interval I defined by 
cpo(t) = t/2, q,(t) = 1 - t/2. 
Let 71 be a *-homomorphism from B, 0 B, into B,. Then for 
(1.9) 
Y(a)(t) = 4~~cpo(f)O~“cp,(~))> UEA, (1.10) 
to define a *-homomorphism Y of A, into A,, it is necessary and sufftcient 
that 
TL(~~B~@ +B;) c B’1 (1.11) 
TC(X@X)E B; forall XEB,. (1.12) 
We are particularly interested in the case B,, N No”, where N is a full 
matrix algebra. Let E, and E, be non-zero projections of N such that 
E, + E, = 1. As in [BEEK] we define embeddings %fI of N in B, for i = 0, 1 
by 
2: = iy = id (1.13) 
1$x) = II @(‘I- “Ox (1.14) 
ijj(x)=A~p,(x)OE, +;I;(x)@E,. (1.15) 
However, instead of taking the algebras %f,(C)’ at the endpoints, where C 
is a maximal abelian subalgebra of N, as was done in [BEEK], we now 
consider the situation where BL = A;(N)’ and 
A,,= {,f~c(Z, B):f(i)eL:,(N)‘, i=O, 11. (1.16) 
Embedding B, @ B,, in B,, + 1 by 
7LJxOy)=xOE,+yO&, x, YEB,,, (1.17) 
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we embed A,, in A,, , by 
~,z(a)(r)=aocp,(t)OE, +u~q%(t)OE*. (1.18) 
We show in Theorem 3.1 that SI =lim(A,, cp,) is not AF (indeed 
K,(d)#O), but N@“O,al-NO”. This settles the question, e.g., quoted 
by Effros [Eff], of whether it follows that a C*-algebra is AF if its tensor 
product with some AF algebra is AF. Note that (N@“OA,, e,,@ Y,,) 
where e,,(x)= ~,,,@xEN@N@“, xeN@“, can also be described by (1.2), 
(1.3) and folding operations as in (l.lO), as follows: The algebra No” @ A,, 
can be represented by 
N@“@~;(N)’ N@“@N@” @“@A;(N)‘, (1.19) 
i.e., 
N@“@Ap {f~c(Z, N@“@N@“):~(~)EN@“@(%~(N)‘~N@“)} 
Thus the inductive limit N@ Oc @ S? of (1.19) is AF, but the inductive limit 
of its subalgebras 
is not. We use this construction to exhibit exotic actions of compact groups 
on UHF algebras-exotic in the sense that actions are not locally represen- 
table [HR]. 
Indeed, let u be a unitary representation of a compact group G in N such 
that E, E u(G)‘, u[ E, = 1, and dim, E, = 1. Then there exists an action /I 
of G on N@“@&‘=N@” induced by l@Ad(u@“) on N@“ONQ” in 
(1.19). We show under certain circumstances that K1((No”)“) #O, so that 
the fixed point algebra (NO”)” is not AF. In particular, we conclude: 
(a) If there exists g E G such that x(u)(g) = 0, where x(u) denotes the 
character of u, then (NO”)” is not AF. 
(b) If p is an integer greater than one, then there exists an action p 
of any compact group G # (e} on MPr = MP@ a such that (II~~~)~ is not 
AF. 
2. FOLDING THE INTERVAL 
Let B, B”, B’ be AF algebras, and lo, respectively I’, an embedding of B”, 
respectively B’, in B. Define A to be the C*-algebra 
{fE C(Z, B): f(i) E l’(B’), i= 0, 1 }, (2.1) 
where I= [O, 11 is the unit interval. 
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The algebra A can be represented diagramatically as 
BOA B’. (2.2) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A he a C*-algebra as in (2.1) with B, B”, B’ AF 
algebras. Then, 
&(A)- {(5o,5,)~Ko(B~)OKo(B’):~,*(5o)=~f(5:,)}. (2.3) 
K,(A) = Ko(B)/(zO,Ko(B”)-~:,Ko(B1)). (2.4) 
Prooj Let J be the ideal of A defined by 
J= {f~A:f(O)=O=f(l)} =C,(O, l)@B, (2.5) 
so that 
K,(J) = K,(B)> K, (J) = K,(B). 
Then from the short exact sequence 
O-+J+A+B’@B’-0 
one has the six-term exact sequence of K-theory, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
O- K,(A) ’ p Ko(B”)O K,(B’) 
T i ‘p (2.8) 
0 - K,(A) 4 K,(B), 
where we have used K,(B) = K,(B’) = K,(B’) =O, since B, B”, and B’ are 
AF algebras. Thus 
K,(A) N Ker cp, K, (A 1~ Ko(BYIm cp, (2.9) 
where cp is the composition of the exponential map Ko(Bo) 0 K,(B’) -+ 
K,(J) and the isomorphism K,(J) E K,(B). It is easily verified that 
d50>41) = ~“,CSo, - eJirl)? (to, ~,)EK~(B’)OK,(B’) (2.10) 
since the map 
K,(B) --f K,(C,(O, 1 )O B) 2: K,(CU)O B) 
is given by [e] + class of the loop { exp( -2nier): t E I} if e is a projection 
in B. Moreover if e”, respectively e’, is a projection in B”, respectively B’, 
then e’(t) = (1 - t) e”, respectively e’(t) = te’, t E Z, is a lift to A, so that 
exp[e’] = [exp 2nie0(t)] = [exp( -2zie’t)], and exp[e’] = [exp(+ 2nie’t)l. 
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Let N = Md with d greater than one and B, = N @ “. We will define sub- 
algebras BE, B,‘, of B, as the relative commutants of the embeddings of a 
subalgebra C of N in B,. Let E,, E, be non-zero projections of N such that 
E, + E, = 1. Define an injection A,1 of C into B, by 
/q(c)= 1 @(‘I-‘)@c, c E c. (2.11) 
Set 3,: = 2 t, and define inductively an injection 1: of C into B, by 
l:(c,=$ ,(c)OE,+I,!_,(c)OE,. (2.12) 
Let 
B:,=I;(C)‘n B,,, i=O, 1. (2.13) 
Instead of choosing an abelian algebra for C as in [BEEK], we now take 
C to be the full matrix algebra N, and then define as in (2.1) a C*-algebra 
A,, from the data (B,, Bz, Bf,}, 
A,, = (.f~ C(Z, B,): .f(i)~l~~~(N)‘. i=O, 1 } 
represented diagramatically as 
(2.14) 
N@(“-1’ N@” N @ (II - 1 ) (2.15) 
since 
B~~=~~(N)‘nB,,~NO(“~‘)=B,~,. (2.16) 
LEMMA 2.2. If N = M, and A, the C*-algebra defined in (2.14)-(2.15) 
then 
KM,) = z (2.17) 
K, (A,,) = Z/dZ. (2.18) 
ProoJ This is clear from Lemma 2.1, using the identifications 
K,(B,)%Z, K,(Bk) =Z from (2.16), and that the maps z~=K,(B~) --f 
&(B,) with these identifications correspond to the injection on Z of 
multiplication by d. 
Define continuous functions qO, ‘p, of I into I by 
cpdt) = t/2, cp,(t) = 1 -a (2.19) 
and an embedding !P,, of A,, into A,, , by 
Y’,Af)=S~v,0E, +fo(~z@Ez> S GA,,. (2.20) 
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In particular, 
vfNo)=.f(omE, +f(l)OE2 (2.21) 
w”)(l) =f(1/2)0 1. (2.22) 
LEMMA 2.3. rf & is the inductive limit of (A,,, !P,,) described by (2.14) 
and (2.20), where N = MCI, d,, = dim,E,, then 
K,,(d) N Z[ l/d]. 
K,(d) N Z/dZ @ Z[l/d,]. 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
Proof: We have to compute K,(A) = l& K,(A,) using Lemma 2.2, 
under the embedding Y,,. Let p be a projection in A,. Then the class [p] 
of p in &(A,,) corresponds under the identification (2.17) to the class 
CP(] Ilet, in &(N @+~‘)NZ. Thus [Y(p)] in &(A, + , ) corresponds to 
W’(PNlHB;+, = CP(1/2)1.~=dCP(l)l.~. (2.25) 
Thus the map of K,(A,) in &(A,,+ ,) corresponds to multiplication by don 
Z, under the identifications of (2.17). Hence 
K,(d)rl& K,(A,)zl& (Z, d)zZ[l/d]. (2.26) 
The identification (2.18) of K,(A,) with Z/dZ is as follows: Take a 
projection p in NO”, and consider as in [BEEK, (3, 33)] the unitary blip 
e4zirp + 1 - p, 
u(t)= 1 
i, 
o<t<; 
&t<l. 
(2.27) 
Then Y(u)(t) = e2rr’rp 0 E, + 10 1 - p 0 E, in A,, + , , which corresponds to 
the projection p in NO”, with multiplicity dim, E, = do. Thus, the map of 
K,(A,) in Kl(An+,) corresponds to multiplication by do on Z/d& under 
the identifications of (2.18). Thus (2.24) follows. 
Note that ZjdZ @ Z[ l/d,,] N Z/d,Z where d, = d/q, and q is the greatest 
common divisor of di and d for large k. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let d = lim A,,, where A, is as in (2.14), with the single 
,folding embedding of (2.20), N g M,, d, = dim, El. Then: 
K,,(d) ‘v Z[ l/d]. 
K,(d) c Z/dZ 0 Z[ l/d,]. 
N@“@.Pe is UHF; indeedN@“@.dzN@“. 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
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Proof: We have already established (2.28) and (2.29) in Lemma 2.3. It 
only remains to show that N@ m @,c4 is AF, for (2.28) implies that 
Ko(NO”O~)~K,(NO”)OK,(~)~K,(N~‘“) and so N@“@.c4= 
N@ m would follow from Elliott’s theorem [Eli] on the classification of AF 
algebras by K,. (K,,(N@ n 0 JZZ) N &(N @ “) @ K,(d) follows easily, since 
N@ m 0~2 is the inductive limit of N@k@c~.) To show that N@ 3c OS9 is 
AF, it suffices to show that for any m, E >O, and any finite sequence 
a, 2 ‘.., +EA,, there exists n and a finite dimensional C*-subalgebra D of 
A ,~ + n @ N such that the distance of a, to D is less than E, for i = 1, . . . . k, see 
[Bra, Theorem 2.21. First choose n such that Ilui(s) -ai(t <c/2 for 
i= 1, . . . . k and Is--l/ <2- “. 
Since the image cli of ai in A,,, is given by 
(2.31) 
it follows that IIZi(s)-Zi(r)jl <s/2 for all s, t EZ, and i= 1, 2, . . . . k. Choose 
a continuous family (cr, : t E Z} of *-automorphisms of NON, such that 
00 = Idd,o .w, and o,(N@ 1) = 1 ON. Let d denote the C*-algebra 
{~EC(Z)~N~~~+“~~N:~(O)E(~~,+~(N)~~~)’,~(~)EN~~~+‘~~~~,,} 
(2.32) 
and define a map 0 of A,+,,@N onto B by 
@(a)(t) = 6,(4t)), aeA,+, ON, tEI, (2.33) 
where 
Since 
it follows that 
6, = idN~,m+n~l~@ CT,, t E I. (2.34) 
@(a)(O) = a(O), @(aNl)=~,(a(l)) (2.35) 
@(a)(O) E (4i ..(N) 0 1 N)‘, O(a)(l)EN@“(“+n)@lN. (2.36) 
Thus 0 is indeed a *-isomorphism of A, +n 0 N onto b. Let 
6, = @(ii; @ l,,,). Then 
Let gi E 47 denote the constant function 
.!Tj(t)=zi(o)@ l.N, t E Z, i = 1, . . . . k. 
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Then IlO-‘(g,)-ii,@ l,j/ <E because 
lIEi - @(4@ 1 dt))ll 
= llii,(O)O 1 --o,(&(t)O l)ll 
~Iliii(“)O1-ii,(l)OII~+llii,(l)O1-~,(iij(t)O1)l/ 
<E/2+Il~,(iij(l)Ol-~,(t)Ol)JJ 
< E, 
where we have used the fact that 0, fixes 
Since OP1(gi), i = 1, 2, . . . . k generate a finite dimensional C*-algebra of 
A m + ,, 0 N, the result follows. 
3. COMPACT C*-DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
Let G be a compact group, and u a finite dimensional unitary representa- 
tion of G, with [u, 11 # 0, where [u, r] denotes the multiplicity of r in u for 
the trivial representation z of G. Let N be a full matrix algebra with ug E N 
for g E G. Let E,, E, be non-zero projections of N such that E, + E, = 1, 
and E, EU(G)‘. Define B,,= NO”, I,:, as in (2.11))(2.12), Bk=iL(N)‘n B,, 
and an action /I”’ of G on B,, by 
/I; = Ad@+‘) (3.1) 
so that 
Q;,(c) = A:, Ad u,(c), 
If A,, is the C*-algebra, 
c E N. (3.2) 
{feC(I, B,):~(~)EL~,(N)‘, i=O, l} 
we can define an action (x” of G on A,, by 
(3.3) 
q4w = rqpm UEA,,, teI (3.4) 
so that 
C(;+‘!P,,= YJ,a;, (3.5) 
where P,, is the single folding embedding of A,, in A,, , as in (2.20). Let 
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CI be the action of G on &, the inductive limit of the system (A,,, Y,,), 
defined by 
up 1 A,* = cc; (3.6) 
so that we have defined a C*-dynamical system (A, G, 2) based on N, E,, 
E,, and u. 
We will analyse the fixed point algebra d” = lim,,, r A:. If )V is a 
unitary representation of G, let C” = [ CX] denote the matrix 
q,= CWOY, PI, Y> pE 6 (3.7) 
LEMMA 3.1. L&J(n)= {pee: [u@“,p]#O). Let p be an embedding of 
0 y E J(n - I ) MCu~+l,,,, in ByEJcnl 1!4~~@,,,~, so that the matrix of multi- 
plicities is described by C”, i.e., Mcu~+~~,,., with y E J(n - 1) is mupped into 
MCu@“,y, with p E J(n) with multiplicity CFy. Then the fixed point algebra 
~2: can be ident$ed with the F-algebra 
e.,=jf.C(,,~(~M,.,i.,.,):~a,bE~M~~~,n~~~,;,, 
such that f(0) = ,~(a), j”( 1) = p(b) 
1 
. (3.8) 
ProojI Let E; denote the central projection of (u@“)(G)” corre- 
sponding to the class of p E G. Similarly, let E.” denote the central 
projection corresponding to y E G for the representation 
(w&= (up) $,(u,‘). (3.9) 
Then 
b” 1 B; = Ad H( N Ad(u@‘” - “) (3.10) 
under the identification (2.16) of B:, with B,_ , = Nocn~-l). Thus, 
E”,(N@“) E; n (u@“)(G)‘, for p E G (respectively E~“B~E;:” n (w:(G))‘, 
y E G) is a full matrix algebra of dimension [U x “, p] (respectively 
[u@ [He ‘$]). Then the *-homomorphism pi,, from 
E;“(B;) E;:” n w;,(G)’ into EiB,,Ein(u@“)(G)’ (3.11) 
has multiplicity [u@r, p]. Then we see that A: can be identified with 
8: = (fJptJ(?d E @ C(Z)@E;B,,E;n(u@“)(G)‘: 
3al,~ ES:“Bf,E$“n bv:,(G)‘, i= 0, 1, y E J(n - 1) 
such that.&(u) = c &,(a;), i = 0, 1, p E J(n) . (3.12) 
Y 
It is easy to check that a,!, is isomorphic to &. 
580/98/2-9 
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Let Z,= Z, YE(?, and D,= @YEJcnl Z,. Since [u, I] #O, we have 
z E J(n) c J(n + 1). Let J(a) = U J(n). Then we see from (2.16) and (3.10) 
that 
Kcl(@J *: + K,(%) (3.13) 
is represented by 
D n-l* D,. 
Thus we deduce from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.1: 
(3.14) 
LEMMA 3.2. 
&(A”,“) = ((h,, 51): t;~Dn-1, i=O, 1, CY,,=C%j (3.15) 
K,(A”,“) ‘v D,/C”D,- 1. (3.16) 
To compute Ki(da) =b K,(Az), we must understand how K,(A*,“) 
embeds in K;(Az;:). W e now assume that E, is one-dimensional, and 
u,E, = E,. Let p be a projection in AZ. Then p is mapped to Y(p) in 
AZ; ;, where 
~(P)(O)=P(O)OE,+P(~)~E,. (3.17) 
wP)(l)=P(w)o1. (3.18) 
Thus, in the same way that the matrix C” describes the embedding of 
No” n (u@“)(G)’ in (,o(n+l)),(,o(n+l)(G))‘, 
we see from (3.17) and (3.18) that 4=(50,rl)~K,(A”n)~D,_,0D,~, is 
mapped to r0 @ r, E J,,(Az,T; ) c D, 0 D,, where 
~~=c’rO+CUO’51=CU5i+40-4:, (3.19) 
f, = cy,. (3.20) 
We thus deduce the commutative diagram 
&(A”,“) ‘n KMi”::) 
I 
4” 
I 
YtT+i 
D,OE, R, Dn+1OEn+l, 
where E, = Ker(C” 1 D,), and the matrices of qn, rn, R, are 
(3.21) 
(y J7 (c,.,1 i!)? (“d’ ;)? (3.22) 
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respectively. Let D = l& (D,,, C’), i.e., D z &,((N@ cc)Adu8”) as ordered 
groups, and E=l& (E,, id) = Ker(C”I D,), where D, = @yeJcmj Z, is 
the restricted direct product of Z,, y ~J(co). Then qn induces a 
homomorphism qm of &(d”) = lint &(A:) into D 0 E. To see that qx is 
an isomorphism, let s,,: K,(A,+,Az:; ) --t D,, 0 E,, be the map with matrix 
1 0 
i > 1 -1 
(3.23) 
Then from R,s, = qn + i. we see that qm is surjective, and from s,r, = 0 on 
the kernel of qn we see that qa is injective. The image of the positive cone 
&(d”) + in D @ E is 
K={(~,~~)EDOE:~~,~E(D,)+,R,,(~)=~,~EE,,P~~~}, 
where R,, is the canonical map from D, into D, E, is regarded as a 
subgroup of E, and pa ye means that fY 3 vy for y EJ(~). Indeed, if 
(5, v)~q,WdA~)),), there is a pair (to, 5,)~ D,-, OE,,- tr with b30, 
c1 3 0, such that < = Cur0 = C”t,, and ye = to - 4,. Then it follows that 
5 2 to 3 v, since [u, I] # 0. Conversely, let (c, q) E K, and let 5”~ (D,) + such 
that R,,,(r)=t, and g>q. Let <,=r, 5, =4--y]. Then (to, tl)~Dn@Dll, 
t020, 5,20, CYo=Cutl, and VI=~,I-~~, i.e., R,(5,~)=q,(5~,5~)~ 
q,vG(A~) + 1. 
In a similar way, we will identify K,(&). Now from Lemma 3.2, 
K,(Az))- D,/C"D,-,, where&(B,)zD,, K,(BL)= Dnel, z*=C’. Letp 
be a minimal projection in MC,@,., P,, p E J(n), and consider the unitary blip 
as in [BEEK, (3.33)], 
(3.24) 
Then YE(u)(t) = e *““p@E,+l@i--pOEI in A,,, where POE, 
corresponds to the representation p @ 1 g p with multiplicity one. Thus we 
have a commutative diagram 
K,(AZ”) - K,(A::;) 
i (3.25) 
D,lC”D,-, a + Dn+lICUDn, 
where id is the map induced by the inclusions of D, in D, + , . Thus with 
Dm = Oytqrnj z,, 
K,(&) 2: lim K,(Az) ‘v D,/C”D,. 
We have now shown: 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let u be a unitary representation of a compact group G in 
a finite dimensional matrix algebra N N M, with d > 2. Let El, E, be projec- 
tions in N such that UJ E, = t, E, + Ez = 1, and dim, E, = 1. Let d be the 
inductive limit of 
A,,= {feC(Z, NQ”):f(i)~A;(N)‘, i=O, 11, (3.26) 
where At,: N+ NO” are as in (2.11)-(2.12) using the single folding embed- 
ding of A,, in A,,+1 as in (2.20). Let c1 be the action of G on A, induced by 
uQ” on NO”. ZfJ(c0) = {p E G: [uBn, p]#O,forsomen) andZy=Z,yEG 
then 
K,(d) N Z[ l/d]. (3.27) 
K,(a) = ZJdZ. (3.28 
K,(d”) ‘v D @ E, (3.29 
where 
D = &((N@ x)AduMz), E= Ker(C”j D,), 
and where D r = @ i’ E J(oo, Z, . Moreover 
(DOE)+={(~S,~)EDOE:~~,~“E(D,)+,R,,,(~)=~,~EE,,P~Y~}, 
where D = K,((N@“)Ad”‘“) R 
E,, = Ke:( C” I @ ;’ t J(nj Z,,). A)l~o”~ 
is the natural embedding of D, in D, and 
K,(d”) N D,/C”D,. (3.30) 
We remark here that if G is connected, then E= (0) and thus 
K,(&“) = D as ordered groups. (In this case we can regard G as a Lie 
group, and u 0 UN u0 I/ means that UN V for any finite dimensional 
unitary representations.) 
We now look at special cases of the above theorem. We first give a con- 
dition which ensures that the torsion free part of K,(d”) # 0. In particular, 
K,(NO”Od”)~~[l/d]OK,(~c9’)#0. Thus we have an action r@c( of 
the compact group G on the AF algebra N@ o[ @ &’ N N @ Oc, such that the 
fixed point algebra (N@“@d)‘@‘=N@“@A” is not AF. If M’ is a 
unitary representation of G, let x(w) denote the corresponding character. 
COROLLARY 3.4. In the situation of Theorem 3.3, suppose moreover that 
there exists gE G such that x(u)(g) = 0. Then N@” @d is AF, but 
(No”@&) ‘@’ is not AF. 
Proof. Consider the inductive limit K,(d”) = D,/C”D, as in (3.32). 
Let to= (~r7)ytJcrj E D, We will show that the image of to in OX/CUD ., 
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has infinite order. If not, suppose there exists r # 0, such that rtO E CD, 
Then there exists finite dimensional representations U, V of G such that 
41, yl = CUO h ?I - C vC3 u, ?I, yEG (3.31) 
i.e.. 
r = [x(u) - x( VI x(u). (3.32) 
This is not possible. 
COROLLARY 3.5. For any compact group G # (e}, and any integer p 3 2, 
there exists an action a of G on M,,, such that the fixed point algebra MiT 
is not AF. 
Proof: Suppose that G is finite of order /GI. Choose a positive integer 
k with pk > IGI such that pk - /Gl is divisible by a prime q which is 
relatively prime to p. (If there is no such k, then pk - IG] is a product of 
powers of the primes p,, p2, . . . . p,,, dividing p, for any k, i.e., 
pk- IGI =II, P:I with n;>O. If k is such that 2kmm’> [Cl, then 
pk - (G( > pkp ‘, and there must exist i such that n,3k- 1. Then pf ~’ 
divides I Cl = pk - nj py’, which is a contradiction.) Let u = z 0 I 0 . 0 
1 0 3,, where ,! is the left regular representation of G, and there are 
pk - (G( copies of the trivial representation 1. Using this data, consider 
the C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) as in Theorem 3.3. Then C.;,, = 
(p”-~G~)6,,,~+dim~dimpfory,p~~~~othatdetC”=p~(p~-~G~)~~‘~’. 
Then J(1) = G, and K,(&“) = Z’;/C”ZG is a finite abelian group of order 
det C”. Hence K,(d”) contains an element of order q, with q as above. 
Thus K,(M,, @#) N Z[l/p] @K,(&‘) contains a non-zero element, in 
particular MPx @ ZP is not AF. This concludes the proof when G has a 
non-trivial finite quotient group. 
It only remains to consider the case when G is connected. Take a unitary 
representation u of G such that its dimension d(v) is finite, V N u, and 
[v, r] = 0. Then x(u)(G) is a closed interval containing 0 in its interior. 
Then it is easy to construct a unitary representation u of G as a direct sum 
of copies of z and copies of u such that d(u) is a power of p and x(u)(G) 
contains 0. By Corollary 3.4 this implies that A4,, 0 JZY’ is not AF for the 
C*-dynamical system (A, G, M) based on u. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Take G = U, with unitary representation 
U,= 
1 0 
i > 0 err 
EN=M,. (3.33) 
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In this case, 
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1 
1 1 
C”= 1 1 l ..r (3.34) 
and J(n) = [0, n], J(co) = N. Moreover, ON Z/C’@ N Z = Z, where the 
class of (xi) E ON Z in ON Z/CUON Z is identified with CzO (- l)i xi in 
Z. Thus K,(S) N Z, and since C” 1 @ N Z is injective, we see from (3.31) 
that K,(sZ~) 21 Z[ l/2]. We thus have an action of U on &ROM,= % M,, 
such that 
K,(M;*) = zc1/21, i=o, 1. (3.35) 
In particular Ml, is not AF. 
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